President
The President noted that there were a number of funding requests to be presented that day.

Vice President (absent)

RHA Representative
RHA Representative presented a proposal for an event by Hamilton East called Ham Stock. Voting tomorrow in RHA.

There will also be presentations for funding slate.

Finance Representative/Treasurer (vacant)
(See Advisor notes)

Events and Activity Representative
The Broom Ball is cancelled due to lack of available, affordable transportation.

The annual Drag Show will be May 7th in the GSH Great Room

The Spring Jamboree is now the RHA Block Party. It will be May 22 in the Lillis Quad. It is open to all. All Hall Govs. have a booth. There are going to be three inflatable slides and an bull. All hall governments should present three options to LLC.

Programming Coordinator
The Programming Coordinator and RHA Representative of GSH along with a VP from Bean West have coordinated several ideas with associated funding requests.

The service event will be a charity 5K to take place using the trails at Autzen. This event is to be co-sponsored by GSH and Bean West.

A Downton Abbey themed dance was planned.

The Alcohol Awareness Water Pong event is also having logistics worked out.

There is potential for a joint Bean West-GSH CPR/First Aid/AED training that will potentially be free, pending approval from the health center and other organizations. Trainer would be a relative of the VP of Bean West who is approved to lead such a course.
The Advisor inquired into the willingness to change pancake night into a more unique event. It is subsequently to be known as the ice cream social.

Advisor
The Finance Representative/Treasurer has resigned, citing their inability to attend RHA Finance meetings as a hindrance to effectively fulfill his role.

A new Finance Representative was promoted from a senator from 1S.

Funding Requests
All funding requests this week exceeded $100 and were tabled.

The Programming Coordinator submitted the following requests:
- Downton Abbey Dance: $500
- Ice Cream Social: $150
- Alcohol Awareness Giant Water Pong: $200

The RHA Representative requested the following request:
- 5K: $100 to be matched by Bean West’s Hall Government.